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We present a new practical computational methodology for predicting thermal rate constants of 
reactions involving large molecules or a large number of elementary reactions in the same class. 
This methodology combines the integrated molecular orbital molecular orbital IMOMO 
approach with our recently proposed reaction class models for tunneling. With the new 
methodology, we show that it is possible to significantly reduce the computational cost by several 
orders of magnitude while compromising the accuracy in the predicted rate constants by less than 
40% over a wide range of temperatures. Another important result is that the computational cost 
increases only slightly as the system size increases. © 2000 American Institute of Physics. 
[S0021-9606(00)00201-4]
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the great challenges in computational science in 
the new millennium is bridging the gap in time scale from 
femtoseconds to minutes or hours and in spatial scale from 
angstroms to meters. An example of such a challenging 
problem is the simulation of fire from a pool of hydrocarbon 
fuel with a diameter on the order of meters and monitoring 
all important chemical species from the combustion process 
including soot formation and heat transfer processes. This 
presents numerous challenges both in computational engi­
neering and in fundamental chemistry. From the fundamental 
chemistry perspective, to satisfy the requirement of a rather 
detailed kinetic model for the combustion of hydrocarbon 
fuel as well as soot formation is a difficult task since these 
kinetic models consist of the order of thousands of elemen­
tary reactions, many of whose kinetic parameters are not 
known for certain. From an environmental point of view, as 
the quest for cleaner industrial processes continues, the de­
mand for more complete kinetic models increases since the 
minor products contaminants or toxic wastes become a 
more important issue rather than the major products. To im­
prove the completeness and accuracy of a kinetic model of 
any combustion process is a scientific challenge. It is appar­
ent that computational chemistry can play a significant role 
here.
Progress in computational chemistry, particularly devel­
opment of ab initio direct dynamics methods,1-20 shows 
promise for predicting accurate thermal rate constants of 
polyatomic gas-phase reactions. It is now possible to predict 
quantitatively rate constants for reactions of moderate size of 
less than six heavy atoms. The demand for reasonable kinetic 
parameters for a large number of elementary reactions in a 
reasonable time frame puts a restriction on the level of theory
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that can be employed. In practice, the main source for getting 
these rate constants theoretically is from the framework of 
the simple conventional transition state theory TST . The 
TST methodology has known deficiencies. In particular, it 
does not include the recrossing effects that are important in 
the high-temperature region for reactions with low barriers 
and cannot adequately model the quantum mechanical tun­
neling effects that have significant contributions in the low- 
temperature region in many combustion reactions. Unfortu­
nately, to obtain more accurate rate constants, much more 
potential energy information is required than what is nor­
mally needed for TST calculations. A better theoretical ap­
proach is the variational transition state theory (VTST)21-27 
augmented by multidimensional semiclassical small- 
curvature tunneling corrections.25,28 This method requires en­
ergy, gradient, and Hessian information along the reaction 
path. This information can be costly, particularly for large 
systems if such potential energy information is to be calcu­
lated directly at a sufficiently high level of theory in the 
direct ab initio dynamics methodology. There have been sev­
eral procedures developed recently attempting to reduce such 
cost. One is to use a semiempirical Hamiltonian as an ana­
lytical potential energy function with specific parameters fit­
ted to accurate single-point energy calculations at selected 
points along the minimum energy path (MEP) .17,18,29 With 
this potential energy function, one can perform full canonical 
variational TST CVT calculations with accurate tunneling 
models. Another is based on the fact that energy converges 
more slowly with respect to the level of theory than geom­
etry and frequency. Thus, one can calculate geometries, gra­
dients, and Hessians at a low level of theory while the energy 
along the MEP can be corrected by a series of single-point 
calculations at a high level of theory.19,30,31 Even then, 10 to 
20 single-point energy calculations at a sufficiently accurate 
level, which is often at the level of MP4 or better, are still
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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computationally demanding, particularly for moderately 
large systems with more than four heavy atoms.
To circumvent this problem, particularly for large sys­
tems, one can employ the ONIOM approach proposed by 
Morokuma and co-workers.32-36 This approach, encompass­
ing both the IMOMO and IMOMM models, combines layers 
of different levels of MO theory and molecular mechanics 
force fields to achieve an optimal cost/performance strategy 
in obtaining structural and energetic information. In this ap­
proach, a small subregion of the whole system that is most 
critical to the particular chemical properties of interest is 
treated at an accurate level of theory; the remaining spectator 
region can be treated at a lower level in order to achieve 
computational efficiency. This approach has shown consid­
erable promise so far.32-37 An important note is that in the 
ONIOM approach, the division of the whole system into sub­
systems is left entirely to the chemical intuition of the user. 
In our recent study,38 we found that use of the ONIOM meth­
odology can provide a cost-effective way to improve ener­
getic information along the MEP, particularly in the transi­
tion state region.
Similar to the ONIOM method in aims is the reaction 
class approach39 that we recently proposed for predicting 
thermal rate constants of chemical reactions involving large 
molecules or a large number of similar elementary reactions 
with a high level of efficiency. The central idea comes from 
recognizing that reactions that have the same reactive moiety 
have similar features on their potential energy surfaces along 
that particular reaction path direction. Thus, we can transfer 
certain potential energy information from the principal reac­
tion the smallest reaction in the class to larger reactions in 
the same class without having to calculate it explicitly. Con­
sequently, we can save an enormous amount of time and 
computational cost.
Our main interest in this study is in kinetics. The main 
focus is to illustrate how the IMOMO method can be com­
bined with the reaction class approach in canonical varia­
tional transition state theory (CVT)24,25 rate calculations of 
different reactions in the same class. We will examine accu­
racy and efficiency of different schemes that allow one to 
improve the TST rate constant when it is necessary but with 
minimal additional cost.
II. METHODOLOGY
The reaction class approach is a general concept which 
can be used to estimate both the recrossing and tunneling 
effects. However, we will concentrate in this study on its use 
in tunneling contribution for the following reasons. First, 
tunneling often can enhance the rate by several orders of 
magnitude in the low-temperature range while the recrossing 
effect lowers the rate typically by a factor of 2  or 3  at most at 
high temperatures. Thus, the impact of tunneling on the over­
all rate of the reaction is more significant. Second, tunneling 
requires potential energy information in a broader range of 
the reaction coordinate than the recrossing effect, since the 
latter depends on the location of the variational transition 
state which varies in a smaller range of the reaction coordi­
nate depending on the temperature. Consequently, the tun­
neling effect would provide a much more severe test of the 
reaction class approach.
Within the framework of TST and VTST, motion along 
the reaction coordinate is treated classically while vibrational 
motions perpendicular to this degree of freedom are treated 
quantum mechanically. Quantum mechanical effects in the 
reaction coordinate motion are represented by the 
temperature-dependent transmission coefficient k ( T). 
Within the TST formalism, the tunneling effect can be esti­
mated either from the Wigner correction or Eckart model. 
The Wigner model depends only on the imaginary frequency 
of the transition state and is known to often grossly underes­
timate the tunneling effect since it only accounts for contri­
butions near the top of the barrier. The Eckart model, de­
scribed in more detail elsewhere,40 gives more accurate 
tunneling contribution. However, its accuracy is sometimes 
questionable due to cancellation of errors as discussed in our 
recent study39 and also in a later section of this paper. More 
accurate treatments of tunneling effects require potential en­
ergy information along the tunneling path. Within the 
centrifugal-dominant small-curvature semiclassical adiabatic 
ground-state tunneling approximation SCT ,23,28 the effec­
tive potential for tunneling can be approximated by the vi- 
brationally adiabatic ground-state potential given by
VG(s) = Vmep( int( s ) , 1
where VMEP( s) is the potential energy along the minimum 
energy path (MEP); Vint(s) denotes the total zero-point en­
ergy at s,
3N-7
V int( s)=  S  <»i(s) ,
i = 1 2
2
with i denoting the frequency of mode i and the summation 
is over 3 N — 7 vibrational modes orthogonal to the reaction 
coordinate at s where N  is the number of atoms. Here, the 
reaction coordinate s is defined as the distance along the 
MEP with the origin located at the transition state and the 
positive direction toward the product. From the SCT method 
the transmission coefficient is approximated as the ratio of 
the thermally averaged multidimensional semiclassical trans­
mission probability P (E ) to the thermally averaged classical 
transmission probability for scattering by the effective poten­
tial VG( s), and is given by
SO P(E )e{-E/kbTdE
T
fE*(T)e{ E/kbTdE  ’
3
where kb is the Boltzmann constant, and E *(T) denotes the 
value of VG at the bottleneck. The transmission probability 
P (E ) is expressed as
P E
1
(1 + e20E) ’ (4)
where ( E ) is the imaginary action integral evaluated along 
the tunneling path and is expressed as
5
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where s1 and sr are the reactive classical turning points and 
^eff(s) is the effective reduced mass that includes the reac­
tion path curvature, i.e., corner cutting effects. The explicit 
expression for it is not critical for this discussion and can be 
found elsewhere.28 In order to calculate the transmission co­
efficient, one needs to determine the V^( s) and f i f s ) .  
These two terms require energy, gradient, and Hessian infor­
mation along the reaction coordinate. Calculating this infor­
mation is computationally quite demanding. Below, we de­
scribe several reaction class models for approximating the 
VaG(s) and eff(s) terms. Thus, these reaction class models 
are approximations to the SCT method.
A. Reaction class models
The reaction class approach is based on one fundamental 
postulate: all reactions in the same class share certain simi­
larities on their potential surfaces along their reaction coor­
dinates. The models given below not only describe a hierar­
chy of approximations but are also designed to test the above 
postulate. These models assume that VG( s) and f i f s )  func­
tions for the principal reaction, the smallest reaction in the 
class, are available. Due to the size of the principal reaction, 
these functions can be easily obtained. In all reaction class 
models for tunneling given below, we assume that ^ eff(s) is 
the same for all reactions in the class, i.e., the reaction path 
curvature is the same. Since the reaction path curvature com­
ponents are largest for the reactive modes which result 
mainly from motions of atoms in the reactive moiety, this 
approximation is quite reasonable.
1. Model RC-fiV
This model is based on two fundamental approxima­
tions: 1 eff(s) is the same for all reactions in the class, and 
(2) VG(s) has a similar shape for all reactions in the class. 
Thus, VG( s) for a specific reaction can be determined by 
scaling the VaG(s) of the principal reaction to obtain the cor­
rect barrier. This approximation includes the electronic ef­
fects of substituents explicitly on the barrier height but only 
effectively on the barrier width.
This model requires only energy and frequency informa­
tion for the reactant s , transition state, and product s for the 
specific reaction. Thus, beside the information of the princi­
pal reaction, for a specific reaction no additional information 
beyond that needed for calculations of TST rate constants is 
required.
2. Model RC-fi,i
From detailed analysis we found that the transmission 
coefficient is much more sensitive to the VaG(s) potential 
than the effective reduced mass ^ eff(s). Thus, to improve the 
accuracy of the RC- V model, we need to pay more atten­
tion to VG( s) rather than to f i f s ) .  Thus, this model makes 
the same approximation for eff(s) as in the RC- V model. 
However, for the VG( s), it assumes that reactions in the 
same class have similar width in the directions perpendicular 
to the reaction coordinate. To be more precise, this approxi­
mation assumes that the inactive generalized vibrational 
modes do not change as functions of the reaction coordinate; 
only the active modes do and the changes are similar for all
reactions in the class. Since inactive modes often do not 
couple to the reaction coordinate, this approximation is rea­
sonable. In this case, Vint(s) for a specific reaction can be 
obtained from scaling that of the principal reaction to go 
through the value at the transition state. Consequently, VaG(s) 
is determined from the explicitly calculated VMEP and the 
scaled Vint( s).
This model requires not only energy and frequency in­
formation at the reactant s , transition state, and product s 
but also the potential energy VMEP along the minimum en­
ergy path.
B. IMOMO model within the reaction class framework
Within the reaction class framework, the IMOMO model 
system consists of only atoms in the reactive moiety, namely 
atoms whose nature of chemical bonding changes during the 
course of the reaction, and capped hydrogen atoms required 
for saturating the valency. This is the smallest model of the 
real system that one can partition for a high level of theory 
treatment. The remaining atoms in the system are treated at 
the low level in a two-layer IMOMO model.34
In our common practice of calculating rate constants, the 
low level of theory is used to provide geometry, gradient, 
and Hessian information along the MEP. This requires the 
low level to be sufficiently accurate so that a single-point 
energy correction does not noticeably shift the location of the 
transition state and thus make the improved potential energy 
along the MEP out of synch with the generalized frequencies 
calculated at the low level. Such a shift in the location of the 
transition state may be noticeable in the IRCMAX (intrinsic 
reaction coordinate for the maximum of energy 
methodology.41
C. Test cases
We have selected three hydrogen abstraction reactions to 




The bold atoms in the reactants designate the reactive moi­
ety. These reactions belong to the same class and have clas­
sical barrier heights that vary by 3 kcal/mol and reaction 
energies that differ by more than 5 kcal/mol due to a differ­
ent number of fluorine atom substituents. They are known to 
have significant tunneling contributions and thus will provide 
rather stringent tests on the approach proposed here. Further­
more, accurate rate constants were recently reported42 and 
can be used for comparisons.
All three reactions R1-R3 have the same model for 
high-level calculations, namely the H HCH3 reaction which 
is the principal reaction of this class.
D. Computational details
Geometries, gradients, and Hessians of reactants, prod­
ucts, transition states, and along the MEP were determined 
using the hybrid nonlocal Becke’s half-and-half exchange43
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TABLE I. PMP4/cc-pVTZ and IMOMO(PMP4/cc-pVTZ:BH&HLYP/cc- 
pVDZ) reaction energies, AE , and classical barrier heights, A V* , and er-
Reactions
E V
PMP4 IMOMO Er PMP4 IMOMO Er
H HCH2F -0.87 -1.29 0.42 12.61 12.45 0.16
H HCHF2 -0.48 1.04 0.56 12.58 12.43 0.15
H HCF3 4.61 4.38 0.23 15.49 15.63 0.14
aError=A AEr=AE(PMP4) - AE (IMOMO) 
-AV* (IMOMO).
AV* (PMP4)
(as implemented in the G98 program44) and Lee-Yang-Parr 
correlation45 functionals denoted as BH&HLYP with the 
cc-pvdz46 basis set. Spin-projected fourth-order Moller- 
Plesset perturbation theory (PMP4) with the cc-pvtz46 basis 




+ { E( BH&HLYP/cc-pvdz;real)
-E( BH&HLYP/cc-pvdz;model)}. (6)
For the RC-^, i model, MEP calculations are done in the 
mass-weighted Cartesian coordinate with the sufficiently 
small step size of 0.01 amu1/2 bohr for a total of 200 steps 
using the Gonzalez-Schlegel method.47 This step size is 
found to be sufficient for the convergence of the variational 
rate constant as mentioned in our previous study.31 To im­
prove the energetic information along MEP IMOMO PMP4/ 
cc-pvtz:BH&HLYP/cc-pvdz) calculations at six different se­
lected points along MEP excluding the transition state were 
performed. These points were generated by an automated 
method as implemented in the THERATE program.31 Note that 
seven refined energy points along the MEP including the 
transition state are often the minimum requirement. Thus, it
will give a lower bound on the efficiency factor for the new 
approach as discussed below. All electronic structure calcu­
lations were done using the G98 program.44 Rate calculations 
were done using the THERATE program.31
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, it is important to point out that the focus of this 
study is on the accuracy of the IMOMO model and its com­
bination with the reaction class approach, and not on the 
accuracy of the calculated thermal rate constants in compari­
son with available experimental data. The latter was dis­
cussed in detail in our previous study42 where thermal rate 
constants for R1 -R3 reactions were predicted from full 
CVT/SCT calculations with potential energy obtained from 
the PMP4/cc-pvtz//BH&HLYP/cc-pvdz level. In fact, we use 
these calculated rate constants denoted as full as a refer­
ence point for the comparisons on the accuracy of different 
approximate models presented here.
The calculated reaction energies and classical barrier 
heights are listed in Table I. V MEP potential energy curves for 
all three R1 -R3 reactions plotted versus the reaction coordi­
nates are shown in Figs. 1 a - c . An important conclusion 
from these results is that the IMOMO method is able to 
reproduce the reaction energies, barrier heights, and potential 
curves from accurate full high-level calculations with less 
than 1 kcal/mol error. With the enormous saving in the com­
putational cost, the performance of the IMOMO method is in 
fact excellent.
We now turn our attention to the performance of the 
reaction class models for tunneling. Figures 2(a)-(c) show 
log plots of the transmission coefficients calculated from dif­
ferent models versus the temperature for R1 -R3 reactions, 
respectively. We use our previous full SCT results as a ref­
erence point where f i f s )  was calculated from BH&HLYP/ 
cc-pvdz Hessian and gradient information; VGa (s) was calcu­
lated from PMP4/cc-pvtz//BH&HLYP/cc-pvdz potential 
energies and BH&HLYP/cc-pvdz frequencies. It is perhaps 
more informative to discuss the performance of each ap­
FIG. 1. Potential energy curves plotted versus the reaction coordinate. Solid lines are from the PMP4/cc-pvtz//BH&HLYP/cc-pvdz calculations. Dotted lines 
are from IMOMO(PMP4/cc-pctz:BH&HLYP/cc-pvdz) single-point calculations at the BH&HLYP/cc-pvdz geometries along the MEP. (a) for the H+CH3F 
reaction; b for the H CH2F2 reaction; c for the H CHF3 reaction.
rors Er a in kcal/mol.
or
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FIG. 2. Plots of logjo of the transmission coefficients k calculated from different methods versus 1000/T(K). (a) for the H+CH3F reaction; (b) for the 
H+CH2F2 reaction; (c) for the H+CHF3 reaction.
proximation as it is sequentially introduced to the exact 
theory. First, we replaced the full PMP4 single-point ener­
gies by the IMOMO ones and the resulting transmission co­
efficient is denoted as SCT(IMOMO). We obtained nearly 
identical results. This can be expected since the potential 
curves from two levels of theory are nearly the same see 
Figs. 1(a)-(c)]. Second, in the RC-^ti model discussed in 
Sec. IIA  2, we approximate £4eff(s) and Vint( s) from those of 
the principal reaction rather than explicitly calculated; the 
calculated transmission coefficients agree well with the full 
results for R1 and R2 and are slightly too small by at most a 
factor of 4 for R3. Third, in the RC- V model, instead of 
explicitly calculating the MEP we approximate VGa (s) by 
scaling that of the principal reaction. We found the calcu­
lated transmission coefficients are too small by an order of 
magnitude. Whether this underestimation is a general obser­
vation would require further study on different types of re­
actions. However, the results indicate that the transmission 
coefficient is much more sensitive to the VG( s) curve than to 
the eff(s) function. For comparison purposes, it is also 
worthwhile to show the results for the widely used Wigner 
and Eckart models in conjunction with the TST method. The 
Wigner model is well-known to greatly underestimate the 
tunneling contribution. The Eckart model, also known as the 
zero-order zero curvature tunneling (ZCT-0) method,30 per­
forms much better than the Wigner with the same computa­
tional cost. Theoretically, since it is an approximation of the 
ZCT method it should be compared to the full ZCT results. 
In this case, we found it generally overestimates the tunnel­
ing contribution due to the fact that the width of the Eckart 
function is often too small. This leads to a larger transmis­
sion probability. However, this error compensates somewhat 
for the corner cutting effects not included in the model. Con­
sequently, the apparent error of the Eckart model is smaller
when compared to the full SCT results. In fact, its perfor­
mance is slightly better than that of the RC- V model.
To gain some quantitative sense of the accuracy of dif­
ferent models, we calculated the average ratios of rate con­
stants calculated from different approximate methods to 
those from the full CVT/SCT results for all three reactions, 
including both forward and reverse directions. These results 
are listed in Table II. The IMOMO method is shown to be 
quite accurate with an average error in the calculated rate 
constants of at most 7%. Among different tunneling models 
to be used within the TST framework, the TST/Wigner 
method greatly underestimates the rate constants particularly 
at low temperatures as expected. TST/Eckart gives a small 
apparent error of at most a factor of 5 too small in the rate 
constant. However, its real error is much bigger, i.e., a factor 
of 30 too large. In fact, due to cancellation of errors, this
TABLE II. Average ratios of rate constants calculated from different ap­
proximate methods to those from full CVT/SCT calculations 












200 1.07 0.0006 0.27 28.4 b 0.05 0.81
250 1.06 0.008 0.18 6.9 0.11 0.72
300 1.05 0.03 0.19 3.5 0.18 0.69
350 1.04 0.08 0.25(2.5) 0.25 0.68
400 1.03 0.15 0.31 1.8 0.32 0.69
450 1.02 0.23 0.36 1.9 0.39 0.71
500 1.02 0.31 0.42 1.7 0.44 0.72
600 1.0 0.44 0.51 1.6 0.52 0.75
800 1.0 0.65 0.64 1.5 0.64 0.81
1000 0.99 0.79 0.71 1.4 0.71 0.85
aSingle-point IMOMO energies along the MEP were used. 
bThe values in the parentheses are kTST/Eckart/kCVT/ZCT(Fun).
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TABLE III. A comparison of total computer CPU hours required to study 







H HCH2F 17.3 9.7 3.3
H HCHF2 34.0 12.8 4.0
H HCHF3 70.1 15.9 4.1
aSingle-point IMOMO energies along the MEP were used.
model performs slightly better than the TST/RC- V model, 
which gives error of an order of magnitude in the rate con­
stant. Finally, among different models, the TST/RC- i 
model gives the smallest error, which is less than 40%. A 
more important result is that the error of this model show 
very little temperature dependence, whereas such a depen­
dence is more profound in other models.
Finally, the models introduced here are mainly for com­
putational efficiency. This is clearly demonstrated by the 
minimal total CPU hours on an SGI RS10000 workstation 
required to study each reaction as listed in Table III. The 
computational cost for the commonly used full CVT/SCT 
method grows significantly along with the system size, i.e., 
with the increase in the number of electrons. Using the 
IMOMO approach instead of performing high-level single­
point energy calculations for the whole system drastically 
reduces the cost. However, such cost is significantly further 
reduced when we combine the IMOMO approach with the 
reaction class models. The TST/RC-/Xi model is shown to be 
the most cost-effective model, i.e., the lowest price per per­
formance ratio. The total CPU hours are orders of magnitude 
less than that of full level calculations. More importantly, 
they show little dependence on the system size or the number 
of electrons. This fact becomes even more significant as the 
system size increases. It is important to point out that in this 
study we have only explored the use of a two-layer IMOMO 
method. It is possible to extend our methodology to use a 
multilayer ONIOM approach such as the ONIOM3 
method.32 This certainly will further improve the efficiency 
of the TST/RC- /ai model.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have introduced a new computationally 
efficient methodology for calculating rate constants of reac­
tions involving large molecules or a larger number of el­
ementary reactions in the same class. This methodology 
combines the IMOMO approach with the reaction class mod­
els for tunneling. Using the H+CH3F, H+CH2F2, and 
H CHF3 reactions as test cases, we have shown that the 
new methodology can significantly reduce computational 
cost by several orders of magnitude while maintaining an 
acceptable level of accuracy in predicting thermal rate con­
stants. It is possible to further improve the efficiency of the 
proposed methodology by exploring the use of a multilayer 
ONIOM approach. With the use of the two-layer IMOMO 
approach, the TST/RC-/Xi model, which requires only the 
geometries and Hessians at the stationary points and the po­
tential energy along the MEP, is shown to be the most cost- 
effective method for predicting thermal rate constants of 
large systems. It gives an error of less than 40% across a 
wide temperature range while the computational cost shows 
little dependence on the system size or the number of elec­
trons. The practical implication of this method in studying 
kinetics of large systems or in combustion modeling is in 
fact enormous. Note that while so far we have only explored 
the use of the ONIOM method for improving energy, it is 
also possible to use such a method48 to provide gradient and 
Hessian information for rate calculations. This will further 
improve the efficiency of the approach proposed here. Such a 
study will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
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